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We approached this year’s salary data (gathered from May 2020 through

April 2021) with great interest, since it was likely that any noticeable

pandemic-related compensation impacts would be evident in our analysis.

Our data shows that 2021 salaries remained steady at most job levels for

both data scientists and analytics professionals. While there were a few job

levels that saw a slight median salary increase or decrease over the past year,

these changes were not significant.

Over the first few months of the 2020 pandemic, Burtch Works partnered

with the IIA (International Institute for Analytics) to survey quantitative

professionals about the ongoing impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on

analytics teams across the US. From the end of March to the end of May, the

number of companies with staffing impacts (such as salary cuts, hiring

freezes, furloughs, layoffs, etc.) nearly tripled to 53.4%. Of those that had

been impacted, we found that salary cuts were by far the most prevalent

action with 78% of impacted organizations experiencing them. While

layoffs and furloughs had occurred in only 32% and 16% of impacted

companies (respectively) at that time, additional teams may have been

impacted later as more felt the long-term effects of prolonged quarantine

measures.

Because salary cuts were such a widespread response (compared to previous

recessions where many companies would opt for layoffs), and extended

furloughs disrupted career plans, many wondered what the long-term

impact to salaries might be. Our conversations with hiring managers seemed

to indicate that many data science & analytics teams had already resumed

hiring in the second half of the year, and it’s also worth noting that some

teams were never significantly impacted because demand for their

company’s products or services actually increased as a result of the COVID-19

crisis. In many cases, teams also found themselves pulled into crisis-

oriented analytics and being critical to navigating the crisis may have

helped to insulate data science & analytics teams from more drastic

staffing impacts.
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DESPITE 2020 SALARY CUTS &
FURLOUGHS, 2021 DATA SHOWS

SALARY RESILIENCE 
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73%
of Data Science &

Analytics teams planned
to hire in Q1/Q2 of 2021

 

This is an increase from Jan.

2020 when 67% of teams

planned to hire. 

 

81%
of Data Science &

Analytics teams plan to
hire in Q3/Q4 of 2021.

 

This is a significant increase

from our survey for the first

half of the year.
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2021 Hiring Indicates Booming, 

Competitive Market 
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WHERE WE
ARE NOW

a year's overview
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Ecommerce Boom Pushes Retail Salaries 
Over the past few years, the ecommerce disruption and digital
transformation in retail has had a noticeable effect on retail salaries,
which were uncharacteristically high in 2021 compared to past years. 

While some brick-and-mortar-dependent retailers struggled to adapt in
2020, those with a strong ecommerce presence (or those who pivoted
their business plan accordingly) were thriving. Many of these companies
are continuing that momentum in 2021, with increasing valuations
leading to increased investment to drive the business forward. Many
retailers, especially those with a strong online presence, have been
expanding their teams and offering higher compensation than we’ve
typically seen in retail in prior years. 

Retail salaries might not be on par with the typically-high tech industry
salaries just yet,  however, digital transformation and ecommerce are
leading the way for the retail industry as a whole to be more
competitive in the hiring market.

Add a little bit of body text
COVID-19's Impact to Women's Industry Representation
While many working parents likely felt the acute crunch between their home and
work lives last year (especially those with younger or school-age children), this
disruption may have impacted the women in our sample slightly more than their
male counterparts. In our analytics sample, the percentage of women fell from 28%
last year to 25% in 2021, and, in our data science sample, the percentage of women
dropped from 18% to 17%. The percentage of women in both samples had been
steadily increasing since 2018, so the drop in the predictive analytics sample was
particularly notable in 2021.
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Given that our sample period represented such an
unprecedented economic time and includes the drastic
shifts driven by the pandemic-induced recession into
an accelerated recovery, we investigated how this
impacted salaries. Since a significant portion of our
sample was gathered during 2021, we were able to
compare salaries gathered during what we referred to
as the pandemic economic period (including May 2020
through January 2021), vs. the recovery economic
period which includes salaries gathered from February
2021 through April 2021.
 
We found that when we examined salary means, as
well as salary ranges (1st quartile to 3rd quartile) there
was a noticeable upward trend among many job levels
for both the data science and analytics samples. While
the data in these samples are from relatively early in
the economic recovery, these leading indicators appear
to show salary growth picking up in 2021, and, when
combined with a growing economic boom, we are
predicting that this will translate to salary increases in
our 2022 report.

LEADING INDICATORS
SHOW THE
BEGINNINGS OF A
SALARY TREND
INCREASE

BURTCH WORKS LLC © COPYRIGHT 2021
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Comparing industry demographics for the predictive analytics
sample (those working primarily with structured data) against
our 2016 data shows very notable changes. Following the trend
of previous years, the percentage of the sample employed in
Financial Services continued to decline from 30% in 2016 to
11% in 2021, and the percentage employed by Marketing &
Advertising firms declined from 22% to 16%. However, as we’ve
seen the use cases increase in other industries, the percentage
employed in Healthcare nearly tripled from 2016 to 2021, and we
also noticed significant gains in Retail. 

Financial Services and Marketing firms have long employed
predictive analytics methods, but these industries may not
necessarily be increasing capacity at the same rate as some
other industries that, years ago, would have been considered
more niche. But with Healthcare applications accelerating
(especially after the past few years) and startups continuing to
push the boundaries of analytical applications, there is a
increasingly diverse array of opportunities in more areas than
ever before.

For data scientists primarily working with unstructured data, we’ve also seen
a noticeable shift in industry demographics when examining our sample
against previous years. In 2017, 41% of our data scientist sample was
employed by Tech firms, whereas the tech industry only comprised 20% of
our sample in 2021. 

While many data scientists may have felt in previous years that the most
advanced data science applications were only to be found in West Coast
tech firms, there has been a proliferation of machine learning and deep
learning in even more traditional industries, as well as an increase in
innovative startups in a variety of industries. As digital transformation has
been spreading throughout more industries, there is no longer one
dominant industry for advanced data science.

Traditional
Analytics
Use Cases
Expanding
Further,
Healthcare
Accelerating

As More Industries Explore
Advanced Use Cases, Data
Science Pushes Beyond Tech

BURTCH WORKS LLC © COPYRIGHT 2021
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Although the majority of respondents believe that working from home is more productive
for them personally, they are less likely to believe that working from home is more
productive for their team. This may be due to communication and collaboration
challenges when working remotely. 

How will this impact company strategy going forward? We’re already seeing many
companies offering hybrid models, while some are offering fully remote options and
allowing their staff to work from (almost) anywhere. While the corporate tax complications
in these cases can put some limitations on being able to truly work from anywhere, many
professionals seem to want at least some flexibility going forward, and some are
exclusively targeting remote roles in their job searches. Companies will need to evaluate
which type of approach works best for their overall retention and hiring strategy, because
there is not a one-size-fits-all solution.

As Teams Balance Employee Preference with
Company Policy, WFH Continues to Evolve

 

71%
of respondents prefer

to work 100% from
home  i f  given the

binary option of home
vs.  off ice.

72%

92%

With many companies evaluating their WFH and remote work policies going forward, we sent out
surveys earlier this year to ask data scientists and analytics professionals about their WFH

preferences as well as how they perceived personal and team productivity when working from
home.

of respondents prefer
to be in the office 3

days or less,  and only
3% prefer to be in the
office 5 days a week. 

of the sample believe
that working from

home is more
productive for them

personally than
working in the office.

BURTCH WORKS LLC © COPYRIGHT 2021
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HOW WILL WFH/REMOTE WORKPLACES
IMPACT SALARY TRENDS?

 As with other fields, there can be substantial regional salary

differences in data science and analytics, driven by factors like

cost of living, access to local talent, and more. Typically, West

Coast data scientists and analytics professionals have seen

higher salary ranges, but will this change as some of these

companies take on remote staff in other areas? Will

companies still pay the same price if talent is in a region with a

lower cost of living? Will companies specifically target

specialized talent in these areas to avoid, for example, paying a

Bay Area premium? 

There has been a continued demand for data science and

analytics talent, and the widening of the talent pool, spurred

on by the increase in remote opportunities, could have a

number of short- and long-term effects on regional salary

bands that may take some time to fully emerge.

20
21
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WFH &
REMOTE
WORK TRENDS

MORE REMOTE OPTIONS WIDEN THE
TALENT POOL FOR COMPANIES

In the past we’ve previously seen remote roles offered as a way to

entice specialized data science and analytics talent (especially if

the company is in a location with a smaller local talent market), but

the growing prevalence of remote opportunities will likely have a

dramatic effect on competition in the hiring market. There are a

few potential impacts to consider:

-Companies previously restrained by brand or location when

hiring may find themselves with newfound access to top talent

if they pivot to offering remote opportunities.

-Companies dependent on a smaller, local talent market may

now find themselves competing against companies across the

US.

-Hiring trends may force some companies to offer remote

options in order to stay competitive. 

 

Will some companies decide to cut back on remote options in favor

of having a primarily in-person workforce? The hiring market shifts

currently underway could play out in a variety of different ways,

and are likely to continue to evolve over time as companies adjust

their strategy for attracting talent, curbing attrition, and increasing

productivity.
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AS BUSINESS APPLICATIONS INCREASE IN COMPLEXITY,
DEGREE TRENDS SHOW AN INCREASE IN PhDs

In both the predictive analytics and data science samples,  there was a notable increase in
the number of professionals with PhDs, which is a sl ight reversal of the trend from
previous years where we had seen the sample (especially at the early career level)  leaning
towards Bachelor’s or Master’s degrees.  The data science sample increased from 43% PhDs
in 2020 to 48% in 2021,  while the predictive analytics sample jumped from 15% PhDs in
2020 to 19% in 2021.

As business applications for data science and analytics have become more complex,  we’ve
seen increased interest from PhD students (and experienced academics as well)  to
transition from academia or research positions into business roles.  Many graduate
programs are also offering more business internships,  so students who are intrigued by
the types of applied use cases for their work in the corporate sector ( including computer
vision, IoT,  and NLP, among others) may opt to move into business roles.

When it  comes to employment options,  we’ve often found that data scientists and
analytics professionals with PhDs who’ve proven they can translate their extensive
research capabil it ies into business applications wil l  often have the advantage in the hiring
process.  Even at the senior leadership level ,  where leadership skil ls and the abil ity to
operate a successful team are often considered the most important requirement,  having a
PhD can sti l l  give executives an edge if  they’re in competition for a role.

DATA SCIENCE &
ANALYTICS
DEMOGRAPHIC
TRENDS

a year's overview

BURTCH WORKS LLC © COPYRIGHT 2021

MORE REMOTE OPTIONS INCREASE CANDIDATE ACCESS
TO OPPORTUNTIES

I f  top talent are open to remote roles,  they may also f ind themselves presented with
enticing options by targeting their ideal companies countrywide rather than being
limited to their local market or having to deal with the significant l i fe disruption of
relocation. Now that candidates (especially top talent) may be evaluating options all
across the country,  it  may be harder for some companies if  they aren’t wil l ing or able to
offer remote options.  With remote roles potentially opening up more options on both
the candidate and company side, and many data science & analytics teams looking to
hire in 2021,  this has the potential  to make the market increasingly competitive.
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Traditional  MBAs
Giving Way to Newer,
More Quantitative
Master's  Program
As we’ve reported previously, traditional MBA
programs have been falling out of favor in
data science & analytics, and students are
instead gravitating to more quantitative-
focused programs like an MS in Business
Analytics or MS in Data Science. In the
predictive analytics sample, Business
degrees have fallen from 28% in 2019 to 21%
in 2021, and among data scientists Business
degrees fell from 12% in 2019 to 8% in 2021.
While MBAs may have been the standard for
all management tracks in years past, in data
science & analytics it can often be more
advantageous to pursue a quantitative
Master’s program or even a PhD, depending on
the type of role a professional is targeting.

Since data science & analytics has been a growing field with significant interest from students and
early career professionals over the past several years, we’ve consistently noted that our data science &
analytics samples will have a significant portion of professionals with 0-5 years’ experience – those just
entering the field. This trend was slightly more muted this year, which is likely due to the fact that
2020 was a difficult market for new graduates: some companies found themselves less likely to hire
entry-level professionals due to the complexities of remote training and onboarding, as well as the
fact that a weaker economy tends to impact these early career roles more acutely. While data
science & analytics hiring continued on many teams, they were often targeting more experienced
professionals who could hit the ground running. Bonus eligibility for predictive analytics professionals
at IC-1 (those with 0-3 years’ experience) may have also been impacted by the recession as well. 

Tough 2020 Market for
Data Science &
Analytics  Graduates

BURTCH WORKS LLC © COPYRIGHT 2021
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Burtch Works is the national leader for Data Analytics and

Technology Recruiting and Staffing Services. As pioneers of the

industry, we pride ourselves on our specialized approach to

providing subject matter expertise, compelling job opportunities,

and leading information and research on trends in this industry. This

year, Burtch Works continues to expand its research and

involvement in the data science and analytics community in

response to the accelerated economic restart and digital

transformation efforts taking place globally. 

As trusted advisors to the industry, we have been interviewed for

our insights on the data science and analytics talent market by The

New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, CNBC, Mashable, Forbes,

The Chicago Tribune, The Economist, Bloomberg, Analytics

Magazine, InformationWeek, Hunt Scanlon, and many more. This

year, Burtch Works is proud to once again have been recognized by

Forbes as one of America’s Best Recruiting Firms for the fourth year

running. We’ve conducted joint surveys in partnership with the

International Institute for Analytics (IIA), Forrester Research, and

others to provide invaluable data and insights for analytics and

technology teams across all industries, and have also published

numerous other studies and research on current hiring trends, the

job market, and how teams are preparing for success in the new

digital economy. 

Our leadership team shares a collective 100+ years of recruiting

experience in Data Analytics and Technology disciplines, allowing

us to develop an especially comprehensive understanding of the

transformation taking place across industries in these growing

fields. Our specialties include a number of analytical and

technology-driven fields such as: 

BURTCH WORKS LLC © COPYRIGHT 2021

ABOUT BURTCH WORKS
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data science, predictive analytics, data engineering, business intelligence,

product development, quantitative business analytics, operations

research, web analytics, credit/risk analytics, marketing research, and

many more. Because our recruiters are so well-versed in the subtle

nuances of their area of expertise, they are able to effectively navigate the

talent movement and hiring trends unique to each area, and find

individuals perfectly suited to each role. Our team often writes on topics

of interest to the communities we serve and has maintained a blog on

hiring trends for over 10 years, keeping a finger on the pulse of current

market trends. 

As data-first practices have become a necessary strategy to remain

competitive in the age of digital transformation, the Data Analytics and

Technology fields continue to experience incredible growth. Burtch

Works has built a diverse network of tens of thousands of professionals to

address the rapidly growing number of data driven positions, which is the

foundation of a business built on long-standing relationships with both

candidates and clients. The Burtch Works team emphasizes a shared

vision and commitment to helping our network navigate an evolving

industry as well as a commitment to solving their complex business

challenges.

In maintaining such strong relationships with candidates and clients,

Burtch Works has an especially unique ability to examine hiring and

compensation trends over time. Using our extensive proprietary data, we

publish several highly-anticipated studies each year that investigate

demographic and compensation data for data science & analytics, data

engineering, and marketing research & insights professionals. The

Burtch Works Studies provide an exceptional vantage point on

compensation for these professionals across the country and contain

critical information both for individuals mapping their career strategy,

and for leaders who are hiring and planning to recruit and retain

outstanding talent for their teams.

BURTCH WORKS LLC © COPYRIGHT 2021

ABOUT BURTCH WORKS
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Compensation
Changes

Section 2
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Burtch Works differentiates professionals that work primarily with structured
data (Analytics Professionals) from those that work primarily with
unstructured (or streaming) data (Data Scientists). Both groups analyze data
and create statistical models to glean insights and prescribe action, but Data
Scientists use sophisticated computer science and programming skills that
are not typically used by Analytics Professionals. This variation in skillset has a
marked influence on salaries.

This year our sample included 1,228 Analytics Professionals and 339 Data
Scientists for a total sample of 1,567 data professionals.

See page 44 to learn more about this study's methodology.

Compensation Changes: 
Analytics Professionals 

& Data Scientists

The largest change in
median base salary
was for individual

contributors at level 2
among Analytics

Professionals.

+4% 0%
Median salaries for

both Analytics
Professionals and Data

Scientists showed a
change of less than 1%

at most job levels .

Analytics Professionals vs. Data Scientists

BURTCH WORKS LLC © COPYRIGHT 2021
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$200,000
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Manager
Level 1

Individual
Contributor

Level 3

Manager
Level 2

Manager
Level 3

Individual
Contributor

Level 2

Individual
Contributor

Level 1

2020

2021

Comparison of Median Base Salaries by Job Level for Analytics
Professionals

0%

0%

0%

0%

+2%

+4%

*See page 44 for job category definitions.
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Manager
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Manager
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Comparison of Median Base Salaries by Job Level for Data Scientists

0%

0%

+3%

-0.5%

-0.5%

-3%

*See page 44 for job category definitions.
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Since our sample period represented such a unique economic time and
included a drastic shift from the pandemic economy to the post-pandemic
recovery, we investigated how this affected average salaries. We looked at
our data sample for the pandemic economy period (May 2020 - Jan. 2021)

and then the recovery economy period (Feb. 2021 - Apr. 2021).

For analytics professionals, there was not much shift at the higher levels of
management or for entry level professionals, but for experienced individual

contributors (IC-2 and IC-3) and first-level managers (MG-1), there was a
notable upward shift.

BURTCH WORKS LLC © COPYRIGHT 2021

Salary Means of Analytics Professionals for the pandemic economy
period of the sample and the recovery economy period

0%

Individual
Contributor

Level 2

Individual
Contributor

Level 3

Manager
Level 2

Manager
Level 1

Manager
Level 3

Pandemic Economy Period

Recovery Economy Period

-2%

+6%+4%
+9%

-2%

Individual
Contributor

Level 1

*See page 44 for job category definitions. 17



      

$300,000 

$200,000 

$100,000 

$0 

We also investigated the changes in average salaries for data scientists by
segmenting our data sample by the pandemic economy period (May 2020 -

Jan. 2021) and then the recovery economy period (Feb. 2021 - Apr. 2021).

For data scientists, there was an upward shift at all levels though the change
for entry level (IC-1) and executive level managers (MG-3) was not significant.
Similar to others in analytics, however, the most notable increases were for

experienced individual contributors (IC-2 and IC-3) and for first-level
managers (MG-1).

BURTCH WORKS LLC © COPYRIGHT 2021

 Salary Means of Data Scientists for the pandemic economy period of the
sample and the recovery economy period

+3%

Individual
Contributor

Level 2

Individual
Contributor

Level 3

Manager
Level 2

Manager
Level 1

Manager
Level 3

Pandemic Economy Period

Recovery Economy Period

+1%

+6%+4%

+7%

+2%

Individual
Contributor

Level 1

*See page 44 for job category definitions. 18



When examining the quartile ranges (from the 25% quartile to the 75%
quartile) for the three job levels where we saw significant growth in average

salary (IC-2, IC-3, and MG-1), we can see a positive shift in overall salary
ranges when moving from the pandemic economy to the recovery

economy. For all three levels, there was an upward shift at the bottom of
the range, the top of the range, or both.
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 Quartile ranges of Analytics Professionals for the pandemic economy
period of the sample and the recovery economy period

Pandemic Economy Period

Recovery Economy Period

IC-2

IC-3 MG-1

75,000

100,000

125,000

150,000

175,000

*See page 44 for job category definitions. 19
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Quartile ranges of Data Scientists for the pandemic economy period of
the sample and the recovery economy period

Pandemic Economy Period

Recovery Economy Period

IC-2

IC-3

MG-1

Data Science shows similar increases in quartile range to analytics over the job
levels that showed significant change in average salary (IC-2, IC-3, and MG-1)

from the pandemic economy to the recovery economy.
 

With these indicators of compensation growth, we can predict that salaries will
continue to climb. As the economy booms, companies will be more likely to

invest in or accelerate digital transformation efforts causing increased
competition for talent as compared to the pandemic economy. These factors will

push salaries for those with quantitative skillsets upward.

100,000

200,000

175,000

150,000

125,000

75,000

*See page 44 for job category definitions. 20
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Changes in Base Salaries by Job Level for Analytics Individual Contributors

Changes in Base Salaries by Job Level for Data Science Individual
Contributors
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Changes in Base Salaries by Job Level for Analytics Managers 

Changes in Base Salaries by Job Level for Data Science Managers 

BURTCH WORKS LLC © COPYRIGHT 2021
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Comparison of Median Base Salaries of Data Scientists and Analytics
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0%

+26%

+11%

+12%

+19%

+19%

At the most senior levels of management, leadership skills become the main focus
over hands-on data skills. This has the effect of evening out the salary difference
between the two groups.

*See page 44 for job category definitions. 23



Demographic
Profile

Section 3
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Most data science and analytics professionals hold an
advanced degree (Master's or PhD).
Education level has a marked effect on salary.
Data Scientists are more likely to hold a PhD than other
Analytics Professionals.

Bachelor's Master's PhD

75 

50 

25 

0 

Analytics Professionals Data Scientists%

%

%

%

87%
of all professionals
surveyed held an
advanced degree.

19% vs. 49%
The percentage of PhDs

among  analytics professionals
vs. data scientists.

BURTCH WORKS LLC © COPYRIGHT 2021

Comparison of Degree Level (for highest degree earned) for Analytics Professionals vs. Data
Scientists

Demographics: 
Education 
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0 10 20 30 40

Mathematics/Statistics 

Business 

Engineering 

Economics 

Computer Science 

Natural Science 

Social Science 

Education: Area of Study

Computer Science

is the most popular area of
study for Data Scientists

Engineering
is gaining prevalence among

both types of professional
compared to previous years.
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% % % %

Comparison of Area of Study (for highest degree earned) for Analytics Professionals
and Data Scientists

Analytics Professionals

Data Scientists

37%

21%

8%

14%

19%

9%

6%

8%

24%

5%

21%

5%

1%

%

26
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Education: Salaries by Job Level
Professionals with advanced degrees, especially those with PhDs, tend

to earn higher salaries than others at the same job level.

BURTCH WORKS LLC © COPYRIGHT 2021

Base Salaries by Job Level and Degree Level for Analytics Individual Contributors

Base Salaries by Job Level and Degree Level for Data Science Individual
Contributors

*See page 44 for job category definitions. 27



Education: Salaries by Job Level

Base Salaries by Job Level and Degree Level for Analytics Managers

: Base Salaries by Job Level and Degree Level for Data Science Managers

BURTCH WORKS LLC © COPYRIGHT 2021

As managers increase in seniority and management responsibility,
degree level has less of an impact on salary. For managers at level 3,
the differences in salary mean are not significant.

*See page 44 for job category definitions. 28
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Demographics: 

Residency Status 

%

59%

72%

16% 13%
20%

11%
4% 3% 1% 1%

With travel restrictions and visa delays caused by the pandemic,
2020 was a difficult year for professionals on a visa, and our sample
reflects the greater activity for citizens and permanent residents in

the job market.

of the sample (data scientists
and analytics professionals) were

citizens or held a green card.83%

Residency demographics for Data Scientists & Analytics Professionals

*See page 44 for job category definitions.
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Residency demographics by Job Level for Analytics Professionals

% %%%%

Residency demographics by Job Level for Data Scientists

% %%%%
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A NATIONAL REVIEW
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IC-2 Median Salary

ANALYTICS 
SALARIES BY

REGION

IC-2 Mean

Salaries on the West Coast still tend to be higher than in other regions.
The Mountain region is showing higher median salaries than the Central or
Southeast. At most job levels, Mountain also boasted higher median salaries than
the Northeast.
With fully remote work becoming increasingly common, regional salaries may level
out to some extent. Luring talent to a high cost of living location will no longer be
necessary for all firms.

Demographics: Region

IC-2 MeanIC-2 Mean

IC-2 MeanIC-2 Mean
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For Data Scientists, median base salaries on the West Coast tended to be the
highest in the nation for managers, while for individual contributors, the
salaries were more closely aligned with the other regions.
Similarly to the results among Analytics Professionals, the Mountain region was
in closer competition with the coasts for higher median salaries.

A NATIONAL REVIEW

BURTCH WORKS LLC © COPYRIGHT 2021

 $141,136  $133,727

 $118,633

DATA SCIENCE 
SALARIES BY

REGION

 $131,727
IC-2 MeanIC-2 MeanIC-2 Mean
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Salaries by Region

Salaries of
Analytics

Professionals
by Region

 
 

The West Coast
had the highest
salary means for
all but executive
level managers

(MG-3).
 
 

The Mountain
region showed
salary medians
and means that

were fairly
comparable to
the Northeast

(traditionally the
second highest
earning region).
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Comparison of Industry for Analytics Professionals and Data
Scientists

Demographics: 
Industry 

Data Scientists

Analytics Professionals

Among Data Scientists, the percentage of professionals employed in Technology continues to
decrease, and there have been similar declines in the Analytics sample, where the once-
dominant industries were Financial Services and Advertising/Marketing. As more industries
pursue or expand digital transformation efforts in order to survive, there has been a greater
diversification in industry representation. Both samples have seen a noticeable increase in
Healthcare/Pharma in recent years. These diversification trends are likely to continue in coming
years.

% % %% % %
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Demographics: 
Industry 

 Base Salaries by Job Level and Industry for Analytics Individual
Contributors
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Demographics: 
Industry 

Base Salaries by Job Level and Industry for Analytics Managers
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Analytics

For data scientists, this year’s sample was 83% men and 17% women
showing little to no change from 2020 (18%) and 2019 (17%). Women

continue to make gradual inroads into data science, but more male

candidates are also attracted to the discipline so demographic shifts are

gradual.

Similarly to predictive analytics, individual contributors showed the largest

percentage of women in data science.

Sample sizes of women in data science were too small to examine
salaries at the different job levels.

Men Women

100% 

75% 

50% 

25% 

0% 

Demographics: 
Gender 

For analytics professionals, this year’s sample was 75% men and 25% women

showing an decrease in women from 2020 where 28% of the sample was

women and 2019 where 26% of the sample were women.
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Distribution of Analytics Professionals by Gender and Job Level 
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Distribution of Data Scientists by Gender and Job Level 

38

Men Women

Men Women

Similarly to previous years, the proportion of women in Analytics and Data Science
is highest at the junior levels. Women become less prevalent among high-level

individual contributors and senior managers.
 

At the IC-2 level (individual contributors with about 4 years of experience), both
Analytics Professionals and Data Scientists showed approximately the same

percentage of women (30% vs. 31%).
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Individual Contributors Managers

105%

103%

98% 92%

95%

97%

Men

Women

While women at most levels had similar salary means as compared to men, level 1

managers showed a significant difference. While job level is only indirectly correlated

with age, we often see parents with young children at those levels. Therefore,

childcare and school disruptions from the pandemic may have more
significantly and adversely affected the salaries of women in our sample.
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Demographics: 
Years of Experience 
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Analytics Professionals
 

Data Science Professionals

Median- Median- 

Mean- Mean- 

11.7 years 
10 years 

11.1 years 
9 years 

Note: The recruiters at Burtch Works do not ask the age of the professionals with whom they

work. However, they do ask them for their years of work experience, which is highly

correlated with age, and shown above is the distribution of Data Scientists and Analytics

Professionals by years of experience. However, salary information is not shown here, because

salaries are indirectly related to years of experience through job category.

 

Compared to our 2020 report, there
has been a shift upwards in the

years of experience for Data Science
and Analytics professionals. This

may be a result of employers over
the past year favoring those with
more experience, so the training

and onboarding process is simpler.
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Appendix A: 
Study Objective & Design 

The Sample
This sample contains a total sample of 1,567 data professionals (339 data scientists and 1,228
analtyics professionals) of the approximately 40,000 quantitative professionals with whom Burtch
Works maintains contact. Burtch Works collected the data for this study during interviews conducted
over the months immediately following the period of interviews for the 2020 study, with data collection
ending in April 2021. Professionals were included in the sample only if (1) they satisfied Burtch Works’
criteria for analytics professionals and data scientists, and (2) Burtch Works obtained complete
information about that individual’s compensation, demographic, and job characteristics.

How Changes in Compensation Were Measured

BURTCH WORKS LLC © COPYRIGHT 2021

While some of the 1,567 professionals in this sample were also in the samples for our previous studies
(published annually since 2013), others were not. Therefore, changes in compensation were not
measured by differencing current compensation and compensation reported for the previous study
and then taking medians (and other percentiles) of the differences. Instead, changes were
measured by comparing medians (and other percentiles) of current compensation to those
reported in last year’s study.

Study Objective

This report is a follow-up to last year’s report: The Burtch Works Study: Salaries of Data Scientists and 
 Predictive Analytics Professionals, which was published in August 2020. Its goals are to show (1) current
compensation of Analytics Professionals and Data Scientists and how it varies, and (2) how their
compensation has changed since last year’s report. By continuing to interview large numbers of
Analytics Professionals and Data Scientists annually, Burtch Works can show both short-term and
long-term trends in the demographic attributes of quantitative professionals and their compensation.
Additionally, analyzing Analytics Professionals and Data Scientists side-by-side highlights the
distinctions between the groups that affect salary.
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Why The Burtch Works Studies Are Unique

Burtch Works’ studies focus solely on Data Scientists and Analytics Professionals – The
study samples include only professionals who are currently Data Scientists or Analytics
Professionals, and exclude professions that other salary reports may include, such as business
intelligence, information technology, and consumer insights. 

Burtch Works’ studies distinguish between Data Scientists and other Analytics
Professionals – The study separates data scientists (who work with unstructured or streaming
data) from other Analytics Professionals because of their more specialized skillset. By comparing
the two groups, the study shows how this distinction affects salary.

Burtch Works obtains this data by interviewing Data Scientists and Analytics
Professionals – Instead of relying on data provided by human resources departments or from a
self-reported online survey, Burtch Works interviews every professional individually. An important
advantage of the interview process is that Burtch Works recruiters are able to obtain information
about these quantitative professionals that is not usually provided by human resources
departments that may affect their compensation, such as education and residency status.
Additionally, because of their nuanced understanding of the profession, recruiters are able to
obtain corrections or clarifications when information provided does not seem credible. 

Burtch Works’ salary studies show how compensation varies by job level, region,
industry, gender, and education – The sample size is large enough to show compensation data,
collected over the past year, at a granular level. Further long-term trends are illuminated with each
consecutive report.

The Burtch Works Studies: Salaries of Data Scientists & Analytics Professionals contain highly-anticipated
salary and demographic data for Data Scientists and other Analytics Professionals, and are unique
because: 
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Identifying Data Scientists & Analytics Professionals
Analytics Professionals apply sophisticated quantitative skills to very large sets of data describing
transactions, interactions, or other behaviors to discern patterns in those behaviors and to prescribe
actions for their firms. What distinguishes them from other quantitative professionals, for instance
traditional financial analysts or web analytics professionals, is the volume of data with which they work.
Analytics Professionals include Data Scientists, but Data Scientists are analyzed separately in this
report because they typically operate on very large sets of unstructured data, requiring additional
computer science skills, while traditional/other Analytics Professionals work with more structured data.
Burtch Works included the analysis of Data Scientist compensation side-by-side with other Analytics
Professionals to highlight the distinction between the two groups.  
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To identify Analytics Professionals, Burtch Works uses these criteria:

1. Educational Background 

Analytics Professionals typically have a degree – usually an advanced degree (a Master’s or Ph.D.) –
in a quantitative discipline such as Applied Mathematics, Statistics, Economics, or Operations
Research. Some professionals with an MBA are also Analytics Professionals if their MBA program
had a quantitative emphasis.

Data Scientists are even more likely to have an advanced degree, such as a Master’s or PhD, than
other predictive analytics professionals. These degrees are typically in a quantitative discipline,
such as Computer Science, Physics, Engineering, Applied Mathematics, Statistics, Economics, or
Operations Research.

Note: New educational options include data science degree programs, MOOCs (massive open
online courses), and bootcamps which continue to take hold in the quantitative community. Some
professionals from related careers or fields of study have successfully pivoted into data science
and analytics roles through premier bootcamps and mid-career Master’s programs.

2. Skills 

Analytics Professionals are proficient users of analytic tools for discerning patterns in data. Also,
they can use one or more tools for operating on large data sets (see criterion 3), such as SAS, R
and/or Python. They may also have some experience with other business and data science tools.

 
Data Scientists have expert knowledge of statistical and machine learning methods using tools
such as Python and R, with predictive analytics still at the core of the discipline. Data scientists are
usually proficient users of relational databases such as SQL, Big Data infrastructures like Hadoop
and Spark, related tools like Pig and Hive, cloud computing platforms such as AWS, and languages
such as Python, Java, and Scala (among others). They may also use TensorFlow and deep learning
techniques, signal processing, and visualization.

3. Dataset Size 

Analytics Professionals: The size of the datasets that PAPs work with are measured in gigabytes or
sometimes larger. These datasets are typically structured.

Data Scientists typically work with datasets that are measured in gigabytes or larger increments,
usually too large to be housed in local memory, and may work with continuously streaming data.
These datasets are typically unstructured.
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4. Job Responsibilities 

Analytics Professionals have job responsibilities in the following areas:

Analytical Database Marketing – Studies existing customers using methods such as customer
segmentation, campaign targeting and effectiveness, propensity modeling, and customer
lifetime value analysis.

Credit Risk Analytics – Measures consumer, enterprise, and market risk levels. Results of
analyses might impact the price of product, such as the interest rate for a credit card or its
availability, as in the case of a loan.

Geospacial Analytics – Analyzes data and makes recommendations around store locations or
other physical location decisions.

Human Resources Analytics – Analyzes personnel-related business problems such as talent
retention, attrition, compensation, etc.

Marketing Science – Predicts consumer behavior using analytics such as marketing mix
modeling. Analysis can use transaction-, store-, or market-level data. 

Operations Research – The application of advanced analytical methods for complicated supply
chain network design, transportation routing and scheduling, and maximizing revenue based
upon a finite capacity, usually in the transportation and hospitality industries.

Survey Statistics – Analyzes the results of structured surveys, conducted using a sample of a
given population, in order to extrapolate the population’s characteristics using descriptive and
inferential statistical methodologies.  

Data Scientists: Data science specializations may include Natural Language Processing (NLP),
Computer Vision, Internet of Things (IoT), Deep Learning, or other areas where unstructured or
streaming data is prevalent.

Although they may specialize in a specific area, data scientists are typically equipped to work on
every stage of the analytics process which includes:

Data Acquisition – This may involve scraping data, interfacing with APIs, querying relational and
non-relational databases, building ETL pipelines, or defining strategy in relation to what data to
pursue.
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Data Cleaning/Transformation – This may involve parsing and aggregating messy, incomplete,
and unstructured data sources to produce datasets that can be used in analytics and/or
predictive modeling.
 
Analytics – This involves statistical and machine learning-based modeling in order to
understand, describe, or predict patterns in the data.  
 
Prescribing Actions – This involves interpreting analytical results through the lens of business
priorities and using data-driven insights to inform strategy.
 
Programming/Automation – In many cases, data scientists are also responsible for creating
libraries and utilities to operationalize or simplify various stages of this process. Often, they will
contribute production-level code for a firm’s data products.

Professionals whose jobs are described as business intelligence, marketing research, and information
technology are not considered Analytics Professionals, because they do not work with large datasets.
Although Data Scientists are a subset of Analytics Professionals, they were analyzed separately from
the Analytics Professionals sample because they have atypical computer science skills to manage
unstructured data, resulting in higher compensation bands. 

To examine how the compensation of Data Scientists and Analytics Professionals varies, Burtch Works
used characteristics of their jobs (level, location of employer, industry) and demographic
characteristics (gender, years of experience, residency status) to segment data scientists. 

Burtch Works developed the following job categories:
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Data Science & Analytics Segmentation

Level Responsibility
Typical Years
of Experience

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Learning the job,
hands-on
analytics &
modeling

Hands-on, more
advanced
problems, may
help train analyts

Analtyics Subject
Matter Expert,
mentors and
trains analysts

0-3 years

4-8 years

9+ years
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Level Responsibility
Typical No.
of Reports

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Tactical, leads a
small team w/in a
function, project
execution
responsibility

Leads a function,
moderately sized
team, executes
strategy

Senior/executive
management,
determine
strategy, large
team

1-3 reports
(direct or
matrixed)

M
an

ag
er

s

4-9 reports
(direct or
matrixed)

10+ reports
(direct or
matrixed)

Burtch Works divides the U.S. into these five regions: Northeast, Southeast, Midwest, Mountain.
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The firms for which Data Scientists and Analytics Professionals work were divided into these eight
industry categories:
       Academia/Government

Advertising/Marketing Services
Consulting
Financial Services
Healthcare/Pharmaceuticals
Retail & Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG)
Technology/Telecom/Gaming
Other

 
 
Each Data Scientist and Analytics Professional was assigned to one of these five residency status
categories:

U.S. Citizen
Permanent Resident
H-1B
F-1/OPT
Other

Finally, each Data Scientist and Analytics Professional was assigned to one of these education
categories:

No degree
Bachelor’s degree
Master’s degree
ABD (All but dissertation)
PhD
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Appendix B: 
Glossary of Terms 

This section provides definitions of terms used in this report.

Analytics Professionals. Individuals who can apply sophisticated quantitative skills to data describing
transactions, interactions, or other behaviors to derive insights and prescribe actions. They are
distinguished from the “quants” of the past by the sheer quantity of data on which they operate, an
abundance made possible by new opportunities for measuring behaviors and advances in technologies
for the storage and retrieval of data. 

Base Salary. An individual’s gross annual wages, excluding variable or one-time compensation such as
relocation assistance, sign-on bonuses, bonuses, and long-term incentive plan compensation. 

Data Scientist. A specialized predictive analytics professional who has both the programming
proficiency required to make enormous sets of unstructured data accessible and also the analytical
skills for deriving useful information from those data. 

F-1/OPT. A residency status that allows a foreign undergraduate or graduate student who has a non-
immigrant F-1 student visa to work in the U.S. without obtaining an H-1B visa. The student is required to
have either completed their degree or pursued it for at least nine months. 

Geographic Region. One of five groups of states that together comprise the entire United States.
These five groups of states – Northeast, Southeast, Midwest, Mountain, and West Coast – are shown in
Figure 31 on page 52. 

H-1B. A non-immigrant visa that allows a U.S. firm to temporarily employ a foreign worker in a specialty
occupation for a period of three years, which is extendable to six and beyond. If a foreign worker with
an H-1B visa quits or loses their job with the sponsoring firm, the worker must either find a new
employer to sponsor an H-1B visa, be granted a new non-immigrant status, or leave the United States. 

Individual Contributor. An employee who does not manage other employees. Individual contributors
among the Data Scientists and PAPs in the Burtch Works sample have all been assigned to one of three
levels: 

Level 1: Responsible for learning the job; hands-on with analytics and modeling; 0-3 years’
experience 
 
Level 2: Hands-on with data, working with more advanced problems and models; may help train
analysts; 4-8 years of experience 
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Level 3: Considered an analytics Subject Matter Expert; mentors and trains other analysts; 9+ years’
experience 

Industry. One of eight groups of firms employing most data professionals. These eight industry
categories are Academia/Government, Advertising/Marketing Services, Consulting, Financial Services,
Healthcare/Pharmaceuticals, Retail & Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG), Technology/Telecom/Gaming,
and Other. 

Academia/Government: Institutions whose purpose is the pursuit of education or academic
research such as public universities, private colleges, and for-profit education companies; or 
 organizations that are a part of the governmental system, such as the Department of Defense and
national research laboratories
 
Advertising/Marketing Services: An industry consisting of firms that provide services to other
firms that include advertising, market research, media planning and buying, and marketing analysis. 
 
Consulting: Industry that includes both large corporations and small “boutique” firms that provide
professional advice to the managers of other firms. 
 
Financial Services: Firms that provide money management, lending, or risk management services,
including banks, insurance companies, and credit card organizations. 
 
Healthcare/Pharmaceuticals: Firms that provide healthcare services, such as hospitals, and firms
that manufacture medicinal drugs. 
 
Retail & Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG): Organizations that purchase goods from a
manufacturer to be sold for profit to the end-consumer, and companies whose products are sold
quickly and at relatively low cost, including non-durable goods (e.g. groceries, toiletries) and lower
quality consumer electronics.

Technology/Telecom: Firms that create or distribute technology products or services, such as
computer manufacturers and software publishers, and firms that provide telecommunications
services. 
 
Other: Companies whose industry falls outside of the categories described above, such as airline
companies, distribution firms, restaurants, and hospitality.
 

Manager. An employee who manages the work of other employees. Managers among the Data
Scientists and PAPs in the Burtch Works sample have all been assigned to one of three levels: 
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Level 1: Tactical manager who leads a small group within a function, responsible for executing
limited-scale projects or tasks within a project; typically responsible for 1-3 direct reports or matrix
individuals. 
 
Level 2: Manager who leads a function and manages a moderately sized team; responsible for
executing strategy; typically responsible for 4-9 direct reports or matrix individuals. 
 
Level 3: Member of senior management who determines strategy and leads large teams; manages
at the executive level; typically responsible for 10+ direct reports or matrix individuals. 
 

Mean. Also known as the average, it is the sum of a set of values divided by the number of values. For
example, the mean of N salaries is the sum of the salaries divided by N. 

Median. The value obtained by ordering a set of numbers from smallest to largest and then taking the
value in the middle, or, if there are an even number of values, by taking the mean of the two values in
the middle. For example, the median of N salaries is the salary for which there are as many salaries that
are smaller as there are salaries that are larger. 

N. The number of observations in a sample, sub-sample, or table cell. 

OPT. See F-1/OPT. 

Permanent Resident. A residency status that allows a foreign national to permanently live and work in
the United States. Those with this status have a United States Permanent Residence Card, which is
known informally as a green card. 

Programming. The process of developing and implementing various sets of instructions to enable a
computer to do a certain task. For the purposes of this study, programming refers to the use of general
purpose programming/scripting languages such as Python, Java, C, C++, or others.

Salary Study. A study conducted to measure the salary distributions of those in specific occupations.
Traditionally, these studies have been executed by obtaining salary data from the human resources
departments of firms employing professionals in those occupations or through online surveys, rather
than by interviewing those employees themselves. 
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